
 

About MYLERZ 

3PL Courier Service for eCommerce Fulfilment and Last Mile Delivery 

 

 

 

How was Mylerz Born? Where did the idea come from? 

The visionary behind Mylerz is Samer Gharaibeh, who has been the CEO 

of ARAMEX Africa for more than 20 years. Samer identified a significant 

gap in the market, which is the lack of courier and last mile delivery 

services that are both merchant- and consumer-centric.  

A last mile technology company, Mylerz was born with its state-of-the-

art Platform, own Fleet and Fulfillment Centers, delivers with 

unprecedented service that fills today’s voids and is fully equipped with 

all the tools needed to cater for the logistics of tomorrow 

What is Mylerz? What does it do?  

Mylerz is a last-mile delivery company that is technology driven. It centralizes its focus around a service 

that is merchant and consumer centric. Guaranteeing and narrow delivery windows, merchant 

experience and consumer experience are at the core of Mylerz vision and values.  

How are your customers currently conducting things without Mylerz? What is the 

customer's pain?  

Both merchants and consumers suffer from local carrier and courier logistics services because most 

of them do not have the expertise or the technology to tackle the last mile. eCommerce deliveries are 

often delayed or missed resulting in returns, loss of profit and organizational challenges for online 

merchants. Meanwhile consumers are left with limited visibility on estimated arrival times and bad 

experience in dealing with delivery agents or drivers.  

Why haven't they been able to solve this pain before?  

What Mylerz offers requires a combination of operational expertise and advanced technologies. This 

is required to keep up with target delivery time promises and excellent customer experience, while 

keeping up margins and ability to scale at the same time. This is the perfect mix that Mylerz is able to 



 

combine resulting in a first-of-its kind professional courier service with significant value to both 

merchants and end consumers.  

What are the consequence if they don't take action and solve this?  

The consequence is already happening – increased returns of orders resulting in loss of profit for 

merchants, an increased number of failed delivery attempts resulting in higher logistics burn rates; 

and dissatisfied consumers resulting in a reduction of revisits or limitation of orders on the 

marketplace.  

What is the unfair advantage about Mylerz? What makes it special? How is it different from 

the status quote and current way of doing things? what's Proprietary? what's the 

secret sauce?  

Since its inception, Mylerz has been driven by technology from the ground up through its partnership 
with SOFTEC, which is a leader in intelligence-led technologies for transportation and logistics. 
Through joined partnership with SOFTEC, Myerz is in essence a technology-driven company. The core 
of MYLERZ is empowered with state of the art systems developed by SOFTEC. The backbone of Mylerz 
operations are digitized and streamlined from order management, location-based services, e-
fulfillment and last-mile delivery automation.  
 
The platform connects directly with our customers using ready-made APIs. This enables a seamless 
workflow of data exchange between our back office and our customer's management systems. Mylerz 
receives orders directly from the online marketplace, like Shopify or Magento, and streamlines the 
incoming orders into its in-house delivery network. 
 
Using IoT and barcode scanners 
connected in real-time to our back 
office systems, parcels are tracked and 
monitored from our Command & 
Control room. The routing of parcels 
starting from pickup, regional 
shipment, fulfilment and last mile 
delivery are visible live across the 
chain. The transportation network and 
last-mile delivery are empowered with 
NORMA, one of the most advanced AI-
driven route optimization solutions 
and machine learning capabilities.  
Mylerz monitors deliveries live and 
predict delays due to traffic or other 
issues and pro-actively engage to 
eliminate day-to-day challenges that may occur with Softec’s Control Tower Technology. Vehicles, 
field managers and drivers are connected in real-time to ensure a full automation of the pickup and 
delivery cycle.  
 
Inline with our vision of transparency, we provide significant value to our customers with full visibility. 
Merchants have access to their own dashboards and can monitor delivery performance. Consumers 
are informed with real-time shipping information, parcel tracking and last-mile myler visibility. SMS, 
E-mail and WhatsApp are combined with robotic chatbot to keep all stakeholders informed and 
engaged. This includes automated appointment / time slot management, dynamic same-day delivery 
routing, and field apps that fully digitizes the return process making the return cycle much easier for 



 

merchant and consumers. Our location-based services combine intelligence with digitized field 
experience and data analytics to streamline the process of delivery location capturing resulting in an 
increase of a first-time attempt hit rate and reducing time to deliver.  
 
Business Intelligence on top of our data warehouses ensure that we stay on top of the game and 
continuously improve the value and experience we offer to our customers.  
 

Give some examples of the clients you work with? regional, global...etc .... Who is this for?  

We serve social commerce merchants and many retail commerce brands, local, regional and global 

ones, for example IKEA, Etam, Crocs, Hamleys, Cottonile, Hush Puppies, Nespresso , Okaidi, Faces ,,, 

etc  

Tell us some use cases for Mylerz? How are clients using you?  

We aim to move the offline shopping experience to our customers 

doorstep, in addition to our high quality standard same day and next 

day delivery services we offer try and buy, return, exchange, cash 

refund and multi payments options, Cash on delivery, Credit Card on 

Delivery and prepaid   

What KPIs can you communicate (for example operations size, 

geographic distribution, expansion plans, number of orders 

per day/month, number of customers, number of vehicles and 

hubs, etc)?  

Mylerz will operate in MEA region, we launched in Egypt with 16 operations HUBs covering about 90% 

of the country delivery volumes, our HUBs strategically located all over greater Cairo, Giza , Alexandria, 

Delta and Canal region, upper Egypt and red sea areas coming soon, we have around 134 vehicles 

different sizes; small vans, trucks and bikes, we serve more than 300 merchants, delivering more than 

50k orders monthly and growing exponentially.      

What measurable results they you getting?  

Guaranteed same-day delivery times within 2 to 8 hours. A reduction of order returns ratio, our 

delivery success rates varies from 89% to 96% when the industry averaging less than 80%.  

What is the process if a client wants to work with you? Step 1 step 2 ..etc  

A very user friendly with full digital experience is how we onboard our customers; upload the needed 

documents, accept usage terms and conditions then the account is active. 

Do you guarantee any results?  

One of Mylerz’s key services to the guaranteed same-day deliveries of parcels between 2 to 8 hours. 

This comes in addition to a significant reduction of returns due to enhanced customer experience on 

both sides (buyer and seller).   

 

 

 



 

 

What is your view on the sustainable social responsibility drive?  

Work-life balance for our people is one of our priorities; by policy we only recruit from the community 

to drastically reduce traditional long commutes for our Mylerz 

We highly believe in supporting and partnering with startups especially at their infancy stage therefore 

we offer significant discount to help them kick start their business 

We all share the same planet and should all take some responsibility to protect it; our average km 

travelled per delivery is below average due to our unique consolidation approach and technology 

hence a reduced CO2 footprint 

 

What is the next step if someone is reading this and is interested?  

For the courier service, contact info@mylerz.com  

For the technology, contact info@softec.ai  
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